Transport problems are very common in the Central Business District of Nigeria Cities as a result of the growing concentration of population, rapid urbanization and economic activities of certain point of the world. Edward Ulman observed that transport is applied to move people, goods or service in order to enable two place to interact in which there must be a specific demand and supply. The attended cost and dependability of transport service and infrastructures have enabled an increasing number of people to seek economic, social and education opportunities that urban areas ideally provided. But contrarily, Central Business District metropolitan cities have grown to the point where threaten to strangle the transportation that made them possible. In view of the above, research work examine, the problem associated with Parking and traffic Management problem within Ikeja Local Government Area Central Business District. The method used for data collection were mainly questionnaire administration; secondary data extracted from documented information relevant to the research work; formal and informal interview and data analysis, technique and interpretation. Relevant literatures on the research topic were reviewed.
Introduction
The growth in population of the world today, towns and cities have grown up around their public transport system. The increasing population and expanding urban centers has been accompanied by increasing car ownership rate and increasing demand for movement for various purposes. Regardless of income or social status, the condition under which we all travel have become more and more difficult and for some absolutely intolerable. Demand for transport and travel intensity tend to increased sharply with the growing size of a city and town especially when the city center or major activity areas increase corresponding in terms of both area and employment. In an urban setting such as Lagos which is the fastest growing urban center in Nigeria, where the population is almost 15 million people, it initially served as the capital of Nigeria until December 1991 when the Federal Capital was moved to Abuja, there is the need to critically preview what facilities are available to the private car owners and Mini-Bus Operators that form a larger percentage of road users in the Central Business District (CBD), who daily activities constitute traffic congestion which resulted to delay in travel time. This could have prompted the choice of this topic.
Transportation is an important factor in the transformation of a nation's economy. The development of all transport mode in Lagos served as a useful catalyst in the economic development of the city coupled with commercial and administrative activities in Ikeja has a result of the seat of government situated at Ikeja. The commercial areas are high traffic generating Land-use areas, growing with the increasing population. Road traffic congestion from time immemorial constituted one of the major problems of a high level of urbanization, and to reduce the traffic congestion to barest minimum, the government (both state and local) have embark on a lot of parking and traffic management programmes such as Parks Monitoring Unit, Lagos State Traffic Management Authority (LASTMA), both under the Lagos State Ministry of Transportation and also Parks and Markets Monitoring Unit under Local Government Council e.g. Ikeja.
There exist myriads of parking and traffic problems in the Central Business District (Opebi/Allen and Alusa) and also series of corrective measures have been proposed and implemented to minimized the traffic and parking dilemma all with negligible positive results.
In addition, the rise in the cost of land in the city center is gradually eroding away the possibility of having convention and adequate parking space in business district.
It has become apparent to seek for more information about parking problem and traffic congestion situation of the city (Central Business District) and the existing measures imposed at correcting them.
This project intends to find appropriate solution to the following fundamental question such as what are the causes of parking problem? What are the causes of traffic congestion? How adequate are the existing transport facilities in meeting the growing population. How efficient are the agencies responsible for development control? Are there adequate set-backs of building from the carriageway (Road)? What are the measures proffered to correct the inadequacies? Vehicular traffic movement and availability parking space (garage bus laybyes) becomes more paramount when critically viewed from the level of huge investment that has been pumped to the road sector by successive Federal, State and Local Governments. This is borne out of its suitability for fast movement of vehicles as a result of free flow of traffic and the increase in road capacity due to provision of parks and laybys.
The road transport operation is a circulatory system that must be a continuous process and any infringement at any point along the line will affect the whole system and hinders the effectiveness.
The problem of parking and traffic management in terms of vehicular free flow remain stagnant or rather snail movement particular in metropolitan Lagos most especially business districts. Therefore, investigation and research work on the chosen topic will necessary in order to find an appropriate solution as a means to an end but not an end itself.
Study Area and Methodology

Study Area
Alausa/Agidingbi and Allen/Opebi Business District are important part of Lagos metropolis; they are situated in Ikeja Local Government Area of Lagos State. Lagos metropolis refers to that whole area covering what is known as the city of Lagos and its immediate sub-urban environ.
Lagos State was created on May 27, 1967 as one of the twelve states that emerged from the former regions that constitute the Federal Republic of Nigeria. Its geographical location together with the socio-political status as a former federal capital with international linkage points (Routes) and hinterlands contributed to its development both economically and physically.
It has a total landmass of about 3577 square kilometers with 22% of the figure being water bodies. It has an estimated population of 5.72 million for the year 1991 91991 Census) and further projected to reach 17.58 million by year 2020. While the population density of Lagos has been put at 1,308 people per square kilometers (National Population Commission), compared with 85 persons/km 2 for Nigeria.
There is a great different in-terms of settlements and commercial activities between the sparsely centres in the urban sectors. Several reasons have been given for the unprecedented urbanization process. Oyesiku (1996) , in his study, asserted that an average of 63.8% of total allocation was proposed for road, 14.2% on rail, 8.0% on air and 14.0% on water transport. 
Methodology
The primary data were obtained from well-structured questionnaires and personal interview, as well as physical observation of the areas covered by road networks under focus.
The questionnaires were administered to drivers, corporate bodies within CBD agencies responsible for parks and traffic management, such as Lagos State Ministry of Transportation, Lagos State Traffic Management Authority and other agencies that has anything to do in the study area, most especially those relating to Parks and traffic Management. Information collected includes their effort, policy guidelines, management strategies, operations, organization set-up and staff strength in meeting the demand for parking space in the study areas.
A set of questionnaire were administered on the drives (motorists) making use of the parking facilities in other to obtain some information about origin and destination of trips, frequency of trip, purpose of trip as well as income and age distribution.
The respondents were randomly selected in such a way that every individual in the area has an equal chance of being included in the survey. This is because the time chosen for the collection of information range from 7.30am to 6.30pm. Within which the traffic would be at its peak. Traffic enumeration point were identified along the roads within the boundary of the central business district, with two enumerators at each census points, one conducted the on-street parking survey while the other recorded traffic count along a particular direction of the road.
Survey parking accumulation and turnover. Four enumerators were placed at each designated parking space whether on-street (e.g. Laybys) and off-street parking spaces. One of the enumerators recorded the rate of parking while the other two enumerators interviewed the motorist using the parking space while the fourth collects information of the parking facilities characteristics. Parking Survey and Traffic Survey enumeration sheet were used to obtain the parking volume and traffic flow data.
The secondary data were extracted from documented information related to research on the cause, effect and solutions to parking problem and traffic congestion in Lagos Metropolis.
Theoretical and Conceptual Underpinning
Urban Car Parking Model
This model is of significance important both at the local and at the strategic level of planning. Parking policy and supply play a major role in traffic management systems in dense urban areas. The amount and the location of parking affect, in particular, the level of service and congestion on access roads. Parking behaviour is characterized by complex dynamic relationship between multi-dimensional demands, performance and supply quantities. The most commonly used parking models related parking demand to the scale of a single land use (ITE, 1985; TANSW, 1985) . The general approach has been extended (Le & Young, 1989) to take into account mixed land uses. The distinguishing features of the models that should be used to investigate parking policy is that they should accurately represent these relationships.
Traffic Assignment Models
This model assigns vehicles to the traffic and parking network given an original destination matrix. Austin (1973) presented two processes for the allocation of parkers to parking stations in the Central Business District (CBD).
Firstly using trip generating model to determine the number of trips destined to particular zones in the CBD.
www.ccsenet.org/jsd Journal of Sustainable Development Vol. 5, No. 8; 2012 Parkers were then allocated to parking stations depending on the cost of parking and walking distance. The allocation of trips was in proportion to the composition cost associated with each origin and parking lot destination pair. The capacity of the parking system was included by using an interactive procedure.
Figure 1. Modelling Process in Transportation Planning
Source: Transportation Engineering Radnor, Norman and Paul (pp 277).
The Gur-beinborn model was part of a larger system used to analyse the impact of integrated transport systems management strategies in city centers. Included in the procedures were calculations of parking impedance for each parking location in the area, including illegal parking. The model included the amount of time spend looking for a parking space as an increasing function of the utilization level of the parking area. With this relationship, it was possible to describe and analyse the parking process within the framework or user-optimized equilibrium assignment.
In this model parking has been considered as daily system, arrival rate patterns vary throughout the day. Gut and Beimborn described the application of the model to a high-density section of Haifa, Israel. In the test case the sensitivity of parking behaviour was examined as it varied with the value of walk time, parking cost, parking fines, enforcement policies and level of travel demand.
Traffic Flow Theory
Wattle Worth (1976), there have been many significant development in traffic flow theory. Some of these developments have led to very useful relationship while some application has not been all that useful.
He further said that probably, the most useful result of traffic flow theory is the development of the relationship among the macroscopic variables of traffic stream flow (flow rate, speed and density). Traffic Engineering uses the flow theory for the development of the level of services concept.
However, there has been some criticism of the traffic flow theory work regard the lag between the theoretical development and the application of some portion of the flow theory work. The traffic flow theories have largely looked into the basic relationship (why things happen). The traffic Engineers owe them a lot, for these theorists are physicists and mathematicians. Vol. 5, No. 8; 2012 Wattle Worth (1976) defined rate (q) as the rate at which vehicles pass a point on a roadway. It is expressed in vehicles per how (veh/hr).
The volume (Q) is also defined as the number of vehicles observed in a given time (T) volume is based on an actual count and expressed as vehicle. For example Q = 5000 veh in 10min. = 30,000 vph.
Results and Discussion
The mixed paradigm of land use and vehicular traffic flow in Ikeja Central Business district has a lot of implication on the vehicular traffic flow paradigm of the area. In view of the foregoing the research work was carried out. This enables the transportation Engineers and traffic planners to know the behavior of traffic planners to know the behavior of traffic flow in the area and eventually plan for it. The data were collected through traffic enumeration exercise and administered questionnaire at some selected points on roads carrying traffic through within the business districts are analyze here.
Traffic Volume Analysis
The Standard P. C. U. The record in Table 4 reveal that the traffic volume measured in P.C.U. in Allen business areas in higher during the peak period with an average of 1.320 was obtained as against 1,048 P.C.U. for off-peak period. The peak hours traffic flow indicate that the traffic intensity is high in the early morning when journey to work, school and business are undertaken while the evening peak period shows that most people are returning home, recreational etc.
Parking Characteristics
Parking surveys are intended to supply all information required for suitable parking and terminal facilities effectively. Parking in both the business districts during the survey were under taken through the two basic parking methods, namely: On-Street and Off-Street parking facilities. On-Street Parking: Is the adequate space for vehicles at the side of the road. Terminal -Is a parking space whether at the earth or off-street in a lot, garage, shopping center or private driveway. Bus-stop -Is a parking space provided for motorists along the road way in the central business districts and also at designated place. Table 5 shows that larger percentage of the respondents in the Study are involved in off-street parking, which are very near to their destination and close to the carriageway. In assessing the adequacy of the parking facilities in Ikeja Business district, 76.5% of the respondents believe that they are fairly adequate and adequate respectively. On-Street Parking is being practiced in both business districts. The private vehicles engaged in parking along the Stretch of the roads in the areas. The Ikeja Local Government also designated some spaces within the business districts for On-Street parking. However, the spaces are provided for the use of private cars only. These facilities are not laid out into lots and thus give rise to chaotic traffic situation and result to traffic congestion. Source: Author's Survey. Table 6 revealed that 65% of the respondents uses the parking facilities because its nearness to their destination. While 17% and 18% of the respondents uses the facilities due to lack of parking space at their destination and to avoid traffic congestion respectively. Table 7 indicate that 78% of the people population in the daylight come from outside the study area. Thus, traffic congestion may arise in the morning and evening peak period went raveling from Original to destination i.e. Home to office and office to home. Source: Author's Survey. Table 8 revealed that majority of the respondents travel to the CBD through privately owned vehicle and public transport. This implied that more vehicles are plying the roads, which can be linked to the traffic congestion in the study area. Source: Author's Survey. Table 9 revealed that a total of 78% of the Central Business District, Mostly for business and employment purpose. Consequent to the Land Use in the Study Area, which are predominantly commercial. Source: Author's Survey. Table 10 revealed that most of the respondents spend between 30 minutes and 1 hour in traffic delay. The delay caused by traffic congestion has a negative impact on business transaction, consequent to man-hour loss to traffic delay. Total 100 100
Availability of Parking Facilities
USAGE of Parking Facilities
Analysis of Motorists and Commuters in Ikeja Central Business Districts
Source: Author's Survey.
In light of the foregoing, the respondents proffered suggestion on ways to improve traffic situation in the study area.
They are:
a. Provision of more public parking spaces some distance away from the roads (Off-Street Parking). The various data collected within the study area (IKeja Central Business Districts) has dearly marked it out as a commercial Land us, with increase in day light population and decrease in night population, and also with its attendant of parking problems and coupled with traffic congestion brought about by inadequate parking facility and inefficient traffic management system.
Recommendation and Conclusion
In light of the findings of this research work, the following recommendations are suggested to reduce and possible eradicate the problems of parking and traffic congestion confronting the study areas. All Local Planning Authorities should specify and enforced the provision of parking space in conjunction with new building. And also old building in CBD's should be refurbished to accommodate adequate parking space. Education and enlightenment programme are basic tools for achieving effective traffic management control. In Lagos most motorist are not conversant with the traffic rule and regulation. Dis-obedience to traffic signs/signals resulted traffic congestion in most of our roads. However, the laudable educative programmes embark upon by Government and Private Organization as change the attitude of motorists on our highway. Therefore, the programme should be well funded and expand the scope.
Location of Parking Facilities: The space for parking vehicles is a basic requirement in commercial areas. Parking facilities must be provided to help the area perform its prime function -that of accessible, attractive and profitable market place. Therefore parking facilities should be located at easily accessible off-street point and convenient to the motorist ultimate destination. In Opebi-Allen CBD, Off-Street parking should be provided along Opebi-Oregun road. These are parking facilities that are located completely out of the roadway. Good access streets should serve the facility and it is desirable to locate facility such that no exit or entrance is within a distance of at least 50m from intersection. This is in conformity with road design concept. On-Street parking can only solve a part of parking problem of major cities if properly manage. In Lagos the problem of management does not encourage on-street parking. For a suitable parking and satisfactory answer to traffic congestion in Lagos, particularly the studied area, various types of off-street parking facilities become unavoidable. The types of off-street facilities to be considered are: These facilities are costly to provided and maintain. However, the service render is so enormous to traffic management. Obviously, the prime consideration should be the nearness to the place of usage by the prospective customs. That is, it should be close to major parking generator. Examples of such location are shopping district, office building and commercial establishment etc. These properly located and developed on a piece of vacant land or surrounding an office complex or shopping mail, are very popular with the motorist. Great care is needed in their design and Operation. The overall aesthetics of the area should receive due attention. A stall of 2.5m x 0.5m is probably adequate for Nigeria conditions. Among the suggested parking methods includemulti-story car park, roof parks, underground car parks, peripheral parking schemes, park and walk, park and ride, kiss and ride and provision of bus-bays. These facilities have become common and popular in many cities. Examples of such cities are Lagos Island, Victoria Island etc. One of the alternative when land is costly is to provide multi-story Car parks.
Another very popular method of solving the parking problems in many cities is to park the vehicle on roof tops. Access ramps provide the necessary access to the roof. It is also costly to provide and maintain. In addition to the ramps, extra cost is involved in designing the roof tops and the structural elements for the parking load. The greatest advantages of under ground car parks is the least intrusion they cause to the aesthetics of a place. These parks can be built in the basement of any multi-storey building. Since the work involves, large quantity of excavation, construction of retaining walls, ventilation and lighting this constitute the high cost of providing the facilities. Such facilities are also found in Lagos Island (Bookshop house).
Since the studies area is worst hit by the parking problem, it is necessary to think in terms of providing parking facilities at the periphery of the town and induce the motorist to park there and travel to the business district by some other mode. The following are devised to secure the desired objectives: Under this scheme the motorists are induced to park at the outskirts of the town and walk down to the business district. The inducement is in the form of lower parking charges at the periphery that at the town center. This scheme provides for peripheral parking facilities and public transport ride to the destinations in the town center. This is an attractive scheme and has been tried with success in many towns. During the second republic, it was tried in Lagos at Mile 2 (ferry Jetty) for commuters traveling to Lagos Island CBD. However, the programme lacks consistency.
This scheme derives its name from the good-bye kiss of a wife dropping her husband in the car in the morning near a bus stop from where the husband goes to work in a bus. The reverse operation takes place in the evening. Adequate space for parking of cars near the bus stops where the husbands can be dropped off or their arrivals awaited is an essential prerequisite for the success for the scheme. Properly designed bus-bay recessed into the street facilitates loading and unloading of passengers without the vehicles blocking the stream of traffic on the carriageway. The study also suggested the following:
(1) Enforcement of Traffic Rules and Regulations by Disciplined Law Enforcement Agent Indiscriminate use of road facilities is very common amongst motorist and very often, the uncoordinated manner through which the road system is used creates further crisis. Thus, the need for an effective means of enforcement. To this end, Police and the traffic Management Authorities are the frontlines in traffic laws. They should be mandated to enforce the rules and regulations binding the vehicular traffic operations without any fear or favour in order to mate out penalties and punishment to defaulters.
(2) Introduction of Information Technology
The use of computers and other information technological tools like communication gadgets and radar for traffic monitoring are highly relevant for solving complex issues relating to parking problem and traffic management.
Conclusion
It has been noticed that parking problems and traffic congestion are apparent in commercial area as a result of the land use pattern. The commercial land use has a high vehicular and pedestrian traffic generating capacity. Demand for parking spaces and other facilities are high. The inability of the existing situation to cope with the demand has later led to parking problem and traffic congestion. The recommendations put forward have been in light of findings from the field survey. Finally, if all the recommendation mentioned earlier is successfully implemented, the problems of parking and traffic congestion in Ikeja Central Business District will be a thing of the past.
